
More di�erentiation 
between shampoos and 

conditioners

Need alternate color 
system for pre- and 

post- treatments

Opportunity
for branding on

top of jar  

Explore alternate use of 
squiggle line + color

Refine hierarchy

PROJECT OBJECTIVES: 
• Revamp Headquarters packaging (12 SKUs) to create better navigation of products and develop a stronger

reason to purchase. Consider updates to the graphic system across all platforms, not just packaging, by evolving
at the current squiggle element, which can be confusing to consumers that tend to shop by hair type.

• Create a minimalist/premium aesthetic that stands out in the mass category on-shelf, while improving the
hierarchy between logo vs. product o�ering vs. supporting messaging on the Front of Pack, and improving 
legibility on the Back of Pack both through color and organization of text. 



WORK IN PROGRESS: 

Round 1. Round 2.

Round 3.Round 1.



FINAL REDESIGNED PACKAGING:
Using insights from the initial launch at retail, the packaging was developed in tandem with a refresh of the
overall Headquarters identity. The new packaging utilizes a striking system of color, form, and typography to stand
out on shelf and capture the vibrant spirit of the brand and its customer. Layers of waves in bold color combinations 
wrap around the bottles and organize information, creating a recognizable visual language for navigating
the di�erent product routines. The typographic system juxtaposes Mabry with Akkurat Mono, striking a balance 
between character and clarity. The resulting packaging improves shelf presence and navigability at retail, while 
celebrating the brand promise – happy scalp, healthier hair.
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Scalp Care
is Hair Care

Kickstart washday with the right 
shampoo & conditioner. Then, 

level-up with treatments that show 
your scalp extra love.

For Oily Scalp & Hair

For Oily, Balanced or
Combination Scalp & Hair

For Dry, Balanced or
Combination Scalp & Hair

For Dry Scalp & Hair For Balanced or Combination Scalp & Hair
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